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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FORTHE ACOUSTIC WAVE EQUATION WITH ABSORBINGBOUNDARY CONDITIONS (PART I)�1)Xiu-min Shao Zhi-ling Lan(Institute of Mathematis, Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)AbstratIn Part I and Part II of this paper initial-boundary value problems of theaousti wave equation with absorbing boundary onditions are onsidered. Their�nite element-�nite di�erene omputational shemes are proposed. The stabilityof the shemes is disussed and the orresponding stability onditions are given.Part I and Part II onern the �rst- and the seond-order absorbing boundaryonditions, respetively. Finally, numerial results are presented in Part II to showthe orretness of theoretial analysis.Key words: Stability, Finite element methods, Wave equation, Absorbing boundaryonditions 1. IntrodutionIn the numerial simulation of wave propagation in unbounded or semi-unboundedmedium it is neessary to introdue arti�ial boundaries to obtain �nite omputationalregions. Then some boundary onditions have to be imposed on these boundaries, whihshould eliminate the reetion of waves at arti�ial boundaries, so that the obtainedsolutions rather aurately simulate the solutions in the unbounded domains. (That iswhy they are alled absorbing boundary onditions). The onditions on the arti�ialboundaries should also guarantee the well-posedness of solutions to the di�erentialequations, whih is a neessary ondition for the stability of the �nite di�erene or the�nite element approximations.In reent thirty years, a variety of absorbing boundary onditions for wave equationshave been developed (see [1℄). What is most widely used was given by Clayton andEngquist[2℄, Engquist and Majda [3;4℄, based on the pseudodi�erential operator theory.A hierarhy of di�erential boundary onditions was derived to approximate the bound-ary onditions of the pseudodi�erential operator forms. Let the arti�ial boundary bex = 0, and the domain be t � 0; x � 0: For the aousti wave equation�2u�t2 � �2u�x2 � �2u�y2 = 0; (1:1)the mentioned onditions are the followings:B1ujx=0 = ��u�t � �u�x����x=0 = 0;� Reeived May 14, 1996.1) Supported By National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



294 X.M. SHAO AND Z.L. LANB2ujx=0 = ��2u�t2 � �2u�t�x � 12 �2u�y2 ����x=0 = 0; (1.2)BN+1ujx=0 = � ��tBNu� 14 �2�y2BN�1u����x=0 = 0:The orresponding onditions for the elasti wave equations are ompliated, and weare not going to write them here.In [3℄, the well-posedness of (1.2) (i.e., the Clayton-Engquist-Majda onditions forthe aousti wave equation) when N � 3 has been proved. In [5℄, the authors of thispaper generalize (1.2) to the anisotropi elasti wave equations and have proved that theClayton-Engquist-Majda onditions for the elasti wave equations are ill posed whenN � 2:In this paper, only the aousti wave equationL(u) = �2u�x2 + �2u�y2 � 1C2(x; y) �2u�t2 = f(x; y; t) (1:3)is disussed. But some onlusions are signi�ant also for other wave equations.In numerial omputations, the equation (1.3) with absorbing boundary onditionsis approximated usually by �nite di�erene shemes, and seldom by �nite element ap-proahes. The author of [6℄ aÆrmed that the main diÆulty omes from the order ofthe boundary onditions for whih it is not easy to derive a weak formulation whihprovides a suitable energy estimate. In [6℄, therefore, a third-order energy is intro-dued, and a �rst-order hyperboli system of 7 unknowns is derived, for whih �niteelement methods an be applied. Obviously, this approah is not desirable for pratialomputation.In this paper, �nite element-�nite di�erene shemes for the equation (1.3) withthe �rst and seond order absorbing boundary onditions of (1.2) are proposed. Theirstability is disussed, and the stability onditions are given. The Part I is devotedto the �rst order absorbing boundary ondition, and the Part II to the seond orderboundary ondition. The numerial results are presented in the Part II, whih showthe orretness of the theoretial onlusions.For the sake of simpliity, we shall restrit ourselves to the two-dimensional ase.The three-dimensional ase an be disussed similarly without any diÆulty.2. Finite Element-Finite Di�erene ShemesLet the omputational domain be 
;
 = f(x; y) : �a < x < a; 0 < y < bg;�1 = f(x; y): �a � x � a; y = 0g be a natural boundary, and �
0 = �
=�1 be thearti�ial boundary.Introdue the inner produt notations(u; v) = Z Z
 uvdxdy; hu; vi = Z�
0 uvds:De�ne the spae H1;0(
) = fv(x; y) 2 H1(
) : vj�1 = 0g. It is obvious that H1;0(
) isa losed subspae of H1(
):In the following disussion, let n denote outer normal diretion, and s tangentialdiretion of the boundary �
0. Suppose that in (1.3), C(x; y) 2 L1(
) and C(x; y) > 0;


